
 

Randolph County Antique Club Antique 

Tractor Pull Rules 

                      Pull Date: Sunday, July 18, 2021 

                                       Pull Time: 3:00 PM 

   Weigh In: 11 AM - 2:00 PM 

               Hook Fee:  $15.00 

Prizes for 1st Place Only - No Cash Payback 

 
1. Pull open to Club Members only.  MUST show a CURRENT membership card at the time of paying the hook fee. must 

be at least 12 years old having passed the Jr. Operators Test and accompanied by guardian/tractor owner or 16 years of 

age. (Jr. Operator's tests are administered through the RCAC office. Tests must be completed by 8 pm, Saturday.) 
2. Tractors must be displayed at the show at least one day prior to the pull. 

3. Pull is limited to tractors through the 1980 model year. 

4. Tractors will pull in any gear as long as operator doesn't exceed 5MPH as explained in drivers meeting. 

T/A's may pull in High or Low range, but no shifting of T/A allowed. 

5. Tractors must be operated in a safe manner at all times. Speed is not to exceed 5 mph off the track. 

6. Driver must be firmly seated in the seat at all times, in a forward or normal upright position, no bouncing permitted. 

Driver must have at least one hand on the steering wheel, except when operating brakes on hand models. 

7. Agricultural tractors only, must be of the two-wheeled drive type. 

8. No dual wheels, tire chains or radial tires. 

9. Factory wheels mandatory - No cut tires allowed. 

10. The driver must start sled with chain tight. You are allowed 50 ft or two tries to move the sled whichever comes first. 

11. If at any time, any part of the tractor goes out of the side boundaries the pull distance will be measured from that point. 

This will be strictly enforced. 

12. The hitch point must be from factory drawbar, no higher than 18 inches from the ground and no closer than 18 inches 

from the center of the rear axle to the hitching point. The drawbar must not interfere with the chain or hook. Drawbar 

must be rigid in all directions. 3" minimum round hole and hook must swing freely. Twisted clevis or D-ring are 

acceptable. All classes up to 10,000 LB Hitch Point 18" 10,000 LB & Up Hitch Point  20" 

13. Tractor must stop immediately upon the red flag signal from the judge or be disqualified.  If the track judge stops 

the puller for any reason, the puller takes the distance where he was stopped.  The red flag will be waived for end of 

forward motion, unsafe front-end height, out of bounds, safety concerns, Non-Stock end of track etc. 

14. All decisions by track official are final. 

15. No one is allowed on the track except the officials and the puller. 

16. Governors must maintain no more than 10% over stock RPMs. 

17. Wheel weights and factory bolt on weights only. Factory weights must be bolted in the factory location . 

18. Track will be 300 ft running a floating finish, furthest pull wins. 

19. Each tractor will be allowed to hook in two classes maximum. 

20. Weight classes: 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000, 4500, 5000, 5500, 6000, 6500, 7000, 7500, 8000, 10,000, 12,000, 14,000, 16,000, 

18,000, and 20,000 or greater. 

21. All NON-STOCK to pull in their weight classes up to 8,000# with same 5MPH 

22. And the most important rule of all - "HAVE FUN!!!" 

23. In the event of a rain out all paid hook fees are considered a donation to The Randolph County Antique Club 

24. Thank you to all for your contributions to the success of the tractor pull 


